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FROM THE CHAIR

Firstly I’d like to thank those of you who attended session one for your patience and flexibility

as we dealt with a series of factors that led to the bumpy first day start. A change of staff in our

room booking office, Covid level 2 restrictions on numbers and a lack of communication at

Murdoch with a team member who was working from home, all landed in our lap on day one.

However we overcame is all and classes proceeded.   

It looks like Covid will be with us for some time to come so we will need to stay flexible.  Our

priority is making sure that we can operate in the safest environment we can.    

Finally I would like to thank Zoe and the Staff at the Library for going an extra mile to ensure

that Mala classes continued this Session.  Thank you one and all.   

  

The new Session Two program of classes are listed below and I hope you find something that

interests you.  

Let us not be overcome by Covid, let’s all stick together and keep MALA strong.

Esther Grogan Chair
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Ancient Chinese Proverb -

“Man who wants pretty nurse must be patient!”
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ENROLMENT DAY

Enrolments for Session 2

Wednesday the 13th of April

10:00 – 11:30

In the foyer at the Community Library

The first classes of Session Two are due to begin on the 27th of April 

  

SESSION TWO CLASSES

April 27th  –  May 25th 

09:30 – 11:00 John MacDonald  -  Where the Hell Did Religion Come From?

How and when did religion start?  This course is an introduction to the genesis of religion,

the early beliefs and how they evolved to become religion as we know it today.  A great

question.  Join John to discover the answer.

John MacDonald after 10 years in the Navy John completed teacher training and lectured

at TAFE for over 30 years. His other roles at TAFE included curriculum officer, technical

author,  Senior  lecturer  and  Business  Development  manager.   After  retirement  John

returned to his lifelong passion for history and completed a Degree at Murdoch in History

and Religion.  John lives his philosophy of it never is too late to learn, studying for his

latest degree, a Masters in International Affairs and Security.
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11:30 – 13:00 Dr Chris Meredith  -  Getting to Know Your Primate Cousins 

Humans are privileged to belong to the bright  and colourful  primate family,  a  family

remarkable for its intense sociability, intelligence and extraordinary range of lifestyles.

We will explore the exotic behaviours of our primate cousins - the apes, the monkeys and

the prosimians – in an attempt to understand the roots of our own behaviour. Watching

them greet, cuddle, communicate, solve problems,  sing,  tell  fibs, bicker then make-up,

should convince most that they are our extended family. But their humanlike behaviour

does not stop there: female lemurs run infant crèches; monogamous titi monkeys give

territory gifts to departing offspring; the capuchin monkeys display high-levels of trust

and astonishing problem-solving abilities; the chimpanzee, our closest relative, has varied

tool cultures, highly-organised hunting, mount territorial wars, grieve their dead and can

learn  human sign  language.  These  striking  humanlike  behaviours  raise  one  intriguing

possibility: who we are and what we do is very much the result of us being a member of

the bright and colourful primate family. 

Dr Chris Meredith is a retired School Teacher (9 years) and Academic (36 years). He was

the  Foundation  Course  Coordinator  of  a  degree  in  Human  Biology  at  ECU,  the  Chief

Examiner for TEE Human Biology (5 years), won the Vice Chancellor’s Teaching Excellence

Award  (ECU)  and  was  a  former  Honorary  Research  Fellow  at  the  Australian

Neuromuscular Research.
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13:30 – 15:00 Anthony Alborn  -  The History of the Swan River Colony

This course covers the development of Perth as the capital city, and the stories around the

people and buildings who populated this remote city.  As Perth city grew in size how was

the law dealt out and how did banking develop for traders and residents? Who were the

civic leaders who people looked up to?

We review how Perth Town Hall came about, who was the first Governor to live in the

new Government House, and why was The Cloisters so special?  Many aspects of the early

history and personalities are revealed.

 Anthony  ran  his  own  advertising  business  and  conducted  the  advertising  and  sales

training and business development strategy for clients. He worked at TAFE teaching the

Advertising Diploma course. Anthony has worked extensively with the newspaper industry

throughout Australia.   He is  a well-  known speaker  on the history of  WA and he is  a

regular presenter for U3A.
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THE LAST PAGE

Just A Couple of Reminders -

Please make sure your emergency contact number is on your name tag

This number is essential for us to fulfil our duty of care requirements and 

it is a safeguard for you should an emergency occur.
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It has been brought to our attention that masks are mandatory inside the Library.  Please

help us in our effort to comply with this ruling.

���

A Handy Tip

A tip for those of you who do not have your Proof of Vaccination Certificates on your

phone and find carrying your large certificate is inconvenient.   The good news is

that SNAP PRINT in Livingstone Rd Rockingham offer a shrink and lamination service

for vaccination certificates for the nominal cost of $2.

Some of you have already availed yourselves of this service and have found it great.
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Stay safe, stay cheerful and keep your grey cells ticking over.  If we can keep doing that

we're doing well.

Bronwen Usher

Editor
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